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THREE-DIMENSIONALVISCOUSDESIGNMETHODOLOGY
FOR ADVANCEDTECHNOLOGYAIRCRAFTSUPERSONICINLET SYSTEMS
BernhardH. Anderson
NationalAeronauticsand Space Administration
Lewis ResearchCenter
Cleveland,Ohio 44135
. SUMMARY
The present reportdiscussesa broad programto developadvanced,re-
liable,and user orientedthree-dimensionalviscousdesign techniquesfor
supersonicinlet systems,and encouragetheir transferinto the general user
community. This program is fourfoldin nature,namely (1) developeffective
methods of computingthree-dlmensionalflows within a zonal modelingmetho-
, dology,(2) ensure reasonableagreementbetweensaid analysisand selective
sets of benchmarkvalidationdata, (3) develop "user"orientationinto said
analysis,and (4) exploreand developadvancednumericalmethodology.
INTRODUCTION
Calculationof the extremelycomplexmultidimensionalviscousflow fields
found in supersonicinlet systemsproposedfor advancedtechnologyaircraft
presentsdifficultbut necessarychallenges. Althoughone method of determin-
ing a suitabledesign systemwould focus upon an extensivetestingprogram,
the costs of hardwarefabricationand individualtests are such that an alter-
nate, more efficientdesign procedureis required. One method which is cur-
rentlybeing pursuedat NASA Lewis ResearchCenter focusesupon the development
of a series of computercodes to predictthe aerodynamicsof supersonicinlet
systemsin generalgeometriesoperatingat realisticflow conditions. When
developedfurther,these analysescould be used to (1) examinebasic flow
mechanismsgoverningthe flow field under study, (2) give guidanceto new and
more efficientcomponentdesigns,(3) predictthe systemoperationat various
flightconditions,and (4) reducethe experimentaltest matrix. All these
items would be of significantvalue to the design engineer.
The broad objectiveof the programat NASA Lewis ResearchCenter is to
developadvanced,reliable,and user orientedcomputerdesign techniquesfor
advancedsupersonicifiletsystemsand encouragetheir transferinto the general
user community.
(1) Developeffectivemethodsof computingthe three-dimensionalviscous
flow fieldswithin supersonicinlet systemsusing SpatialMarchingand Navier
• Stokestechniqueswithin an overallzonal calculatlonalmethodology.
(2) Generatea significantbenchmarkexperimentaldata base againstwhich
, said analysesmay be verified;determinethe range of applicabilityand accur-
acy of said analyses,and provideguidancefor improvingthese analysesby
comparisonwith benchmarkexperimentaldata.
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(3) Develop "user orientation"into these analyseswhich includesgraph-
ical output representation,case "running"protocolfor flows of interest,and
a formalizedstructureto use these three-dlmenslonalcodes.
(4) Explorethe developmentof Improvedthree-dlmenslonalgrid genera-
tion, numericalmethodology,and computertechnologyutilizationrelativeto
supersonicinlet analyses.
ZONAL ANALYSISMETHODOLOGY
Generationof analysesfor predictingthe viscousflow in advancedsuper-
sonic inlet systemsrepresentsa difficultbut importantproblem. The flow
field In physicallyrealisticsituationsis three-dlmenslonal,viscous(and
usuallyturbulent),and containsstrong shockwaves. One method of developing
an analysis for these flow fieldswould focus upon the solutionof the three-
dimensionalNavler Stokesequations. Althoughthese equationscould be used
in principlefor the entire flow field of interest,the number of grid points
requiredto obtain adequateflow resolutionis prohibitiveand makes this
approach impracticaleven for the next generationof computers.
A suitablealternativewhich has been pursuedby the AerodynamicAnalysis
Sectionat the NASA Lewis ResearchCenter is the zonal embeddingmethodology.
Under this philosophythe overallflow field is dividedinto distinctparts
and each part analyzedvia the appropriateset of equations. Interaction
between sectionsmay be consideredas required. The use of zonal embedding
methods is advantageousin severalways, namely (1) the region over which the
complexequationsare used is minimized,(2) the simplersets of equations
have fasteralgorithmswhich result In improvedcomputationalefficiencyand
(3) the computer storagerequirementsfor the overallprocedureare not as
great. All of these advantageslead to more cost effectivecomputeranalyses.
An example of the zonal embedding methodology is illustrated in f_gure l,
which is developedfor three-dlmenslonalsupersonicinlet systems. The flow
in the supersonicportionof the inlet will be calculatedusing the three-
dimensionalPEPSISgeneralflow field solver. Downstreamof the inlet throat
in the subsonicportionof the inlet diffuser,the flowwill be computedusing
the PEPSIG generalflow solver. Interfacingthese two regionsis the inlet
throat. Within this region,there is supersonicflow upstreamof the normal
shock wave and subsonicflow on the downstreamside. In this regionof the
inlet, the flow field will be analyzedusing the three-dlmensionalgeneralized
MINT computercode. The computationsIn this regionwould be numerically
interfacedwith the upstreamPEPSIScalculatlonand the PEPSIGdownstreamso-
lutlon. A slm_larzonal methodologywas developedfor the analysisof forced
mixer nozzlesand nonaxlsymmetrlcnozzle systems.
In general,the flow fieldsof interestcan be analyzed via one or more
of the followingapproaches:(1) supersonicthree-dlmenslonalviscousspatial
marching solvers,(2) subsonicthree-dlmensionalviscousspatialmarching
solvers,and (3) three-dimenslonalInvlscld/vlscousellipticsolvers.General-
ized analysesfor each of these approacheshave been developedand validated
againstboth laminarand turbulentbenchmarkexperimentaldata. These General-
ized Three-DimenslonalFlow Solversare called the PEPSI/MINTseries of com-
puter codes and are describedin the appendix. The PEPSIS computercode
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(refs. 1 to 5) was developedas a generalizedthree-dlmenslonalsupersonic
viscousmarchingsolver;the MINT code (refs.6 to 16) as a generalinvlscld/
viscousellipticflow solver;and the PEPSIGcode (refs.17 to 21) as a gener-
alized subsonicthree-dlmenslonalviscousmarchingflow solver for diffuser
ducts. The PEPSI/MINTseriesof viscousflow solversare "general"because
the geometry,computationalmesh along with all the necessarymetric Informa-
tlon, and the boundaryconditionsare externalto the solutiongenerator,i.e.,
this informationmust be,supplledas input data.
Each of these three-dlmenslonalflow field solvershas proven to be a
successfultechniquefor solvingthe set of equationsat relevantflow condi-
tions in relevantgeometricconfigurations. They representefficientand
accuratemethods for analyzingadvancedsupersonicinlet systems. In particu-
lar, the PEPSI/MINTseriesof generalthree-dimenslonalflow solverswas writ-
ten in modularform so that changesin items such as boundaryconditions,
turbulencemodels, and geometryas well as additionalterms representingnew
physicalphenomenacan be made in a straightforwardmanner. Changingone com-
ponent, such as geometryor form of the governingequations,would not require
changesin other parts of the code, such as the subroutineswhich solve the
sets of equations. The PEPSI/MINTseries of generalizedflow solvershas been
designedto providethe maximum flexibilityto anticipatefuture needs and
respondto those needs. Analysisof new configurationswill thus focus upon
the developmentof the geometryand mesh and in developingsmoothDesscriteria
for the particularflow algorithmand fluid dynamiccharacterlstsof the flow
itself. Since these three-dlmenslonalflow field codes have been extensively
verifiedfor a selectedset of relevantbenchmarkexperimentaldata (refs.22
to 53) they representthe generalset of spatialmarchingand ellipticsolvers
which forms the basis for ongoingand futurecomputationalefforts.
BENCHMARKVALIDATIONAND IMPROVEMENT
The goal of providingdesignanalysestools for supersonicinlet system
technologyadvancementnecessitatesa two tier experimentalvalidationprocess
to properlyevaluatethe abilityof these three-dlmensionalsolversto predict
the relevantflow physics. First, it is necessaryto show good predictionsof
flow parametersof interestto the user communityon "generic"configurations
which would be typicalof realworld designs. Such testingshouldbe as
realisticas possible. Confidencein the advancedcomputationalcapability
would increaseby leaps and bounds in the user communityby this type of
demonstration.
A second tier programappearsto be called for and here essentialele-
ments of these advancedcomputerdesign tools would be validatedin very slmple
environmentsthat highlightone or more basic flow mechanisms. The require-
ments are for overallsimplicityand easy accessto make the necessaryvery
detailed measurements. Detll valldatalon of basic flow mechanisms is required
becausethe genericcomponenttests may or may not emphasizeany particular
basic flow mechanismand overallgood agreementmay be just that, an "overall"t
agreement. There may be an unfortunatecancellingeffect in the basic flow
mechanismsof genericexperiments. For instance,one could not analytically
investigatethe factorsaffectinginlet performancewith any degree of confi-
dence if the individualshock wave turbulentboundarylayer interactionsen-
counteredwithin the inletwere not well predicted(fig. 2). Confidencein
making extrapolationsusing computationaltools will increaseif the basic
mechanisms,when isolated,are predictedboth qualitativelyand quantitatively.
The PEPSI/MINTseriesof generalflow field solversare large,complex,
computeranalysesdesignedto solve the three-dlmenslonalflow field charac-
teristicof advancedaircraftinlet concepts. As a result,benchmarkvalida-
tion and genericverificationof these codes is a very importantpart of the
programat NASA Lewis ResearchCenter. A seriesof experimentaldata Sets
have thus been identifiedfrom the literatureor obtainedthroughuniversity
contractsor grantsas well as Inhouseexperimentsto be comparedwith the
PEPSI/MINTcodes.
Three-DlmenslonalSupersonicViscousMarchingFlow Solver (PEPSIS)
Followingthis philosophyon computercode validation,a seriesof generic
inlet configurationshave been identifiedfrom reportspublishedand have been
analyzed using the PEPSISthree-dlmenslonalviscousflow solver.These super-
sonic inlets includethe Mach 2.5 mixed compressioninlet of Fukuda,Hingst
and Reshotko(ref. 22) the Mach 3.0 mixed compressiontwo-dlmensionalinlet of
Andersonand Wong (ref. 23) the Mach 3.5 mixed axlsymmetrlcinlet of Syberg
and Hlckcox(ref. 24) and the Mach 7.5 hypersonicinlet of Gnos and Watson
(ref. 25). It was concludedin this series of generic inlet verificationcal-
culationsthat "overall"good agreementbetweenexperimentand analysiswas
achievedalthougha great deal of uncertaintyexslstedin understandingthe
detailsof the bleed interaction. This uncertaintycenteredaround five main
points;namely (1) the bleed distributionthroughthe bleed regionwas unknown,
(2) the size of the bleed holes was often large in comparisonto the boundary
layer thickness,(3) the bleed mass flowwas often large in comparisonto the
boundarylayer mass flow approachingthe bleed region,(4) the possibility
that recirculatlonexslstedin the bleed region,and (5) transpirationtook
place using discreteholes rather than continuousbleed. As a result,a major
benchmarkbleed programwas initiatedat Lewis ResearchCenter to obtain the
necessaryexperimentaldata and physicalunderstandingof the boundarylayer
bleed process.
In additionto this set of calculationson genericsupersonicinlet con-
figurations,a series of benchmarksupersonicflow phenomenonhas been identl-
fled and are presentedin figure3. These interactionsincludethe oblique
shock wave turbulentboundarylayer interactionof Rose (ref. 26) the three-
dimensionalglancingsidewallshock wave turbulentboundarylayer interaction
of Oskam,Vas, and Bogdonoff(refs.27 to 29) and the cone-at-alphainteraction
of Ralnblrd(ref. 30).
Two-dlmensionalobliqueshock wave interaction.- The first benchmark
test case is that of the obliqueshock wave turbulentboundary layer inter-
action studiedby Rose (ref. 26). The obliqueshock was generatedby a lO°
cone placed in a blow down circulartunnel operatingat Mach 3.88 and Reynolds
number of 5.0E6 per ft. In this calculation,the entiretunnel was modeled
using a computationmesh of 89X450 (40 500 nodal points)with approximately30
points in the boundarylayer. On the Lewis CRAY I computer,this benchmark
test case took 0.9 mln of CPU time. A comparisonof the calculatedand exper-
imentalwall staticdistributionthroughthe interactionzone is presentedin
figure4 and demonstratesthat the PEPSIS solvercorrectlypredictsthe two
stage measured staticpressuregeneratedby the obliqueshock wave interaction
with the boundarylayer. The abrupt initialstaticpressurewas generatedby
the impingementof the %ncldentshock wave, and the more gradualdownstream
staticpressure risewas causedby the formationof the reflectedshock system.
Figure5 presentsthe comparisonbetweenthe calculatedand measuredMach num-
ber profilesthroughthe interactionzone. The incidentshock appearsas a
discontinuityin the experimentaldata, while shock smearingoccurs over sev-
eral grid points. The P_PSISanalysispredictswell the developmentof the
Mach number profilesincludingthe thinningof the boundarylayer. A detailed
, discussionconcerningthe manner in which this calculatiuonwas performed
appears In a paper by Bensonand Anderson(ref. 37).
Three-dlmenslonalqlancinqsidewallinteraction.- A schematicdiagram
depictingthe analyticaland experimentaltest configurationused to study the
glancing sidewallturbulentboundarylayer interactionis shown in figure6.
This interactionariseswhen the obliqueshockwave formed by the wedge inter-
acts with the wall boundarylayer. Becauseof the skewingof the incident
shock wave across the boundarylayer on the tunnelwall, a strongtransverse
static pressuregradientis establishedwhich generatesstrongcross flows.
The nominalMach number upsreamof the wedge was 2.84, the tunneltotal pres-
sure was set at 88.9 psia and the tunnel free stream total temperaturewas
445.0° Rankine. Two computationalmesh systemswere used to study the glanc-
ing sidewallboundarylayer interaction,a coarse grid composedof 40X4OXIO0
(160 000) nodal pointsand a mediumgrid with 40X60XgO(216 000) points. On
the Lewis CRAY I high speed computer,these calculationswere accomplished
using 6.0 and 9.6 min of CPU time, respectively. Shown in figures6(a) to (c)
is a comparisonof the computedand measuredyaw angle distributionthrough
the wall boundarylayer. The yaw angle is definedas the ratio of the velocity
in the YG-dlrectionwhich is parallelto the tunnel sidewall,dividedby the
velocityin the X-dlrectlon. This is a particularlydifficultparameterto
calculatesince it representsthe ratio of two velocitieswhich approachzero
as the wall is approached. It is apparentthat very good agreementwas ob-
tainedusing the PEPSISanalysisto model this importantinteraction. A detail
study into the effect of wall functionsand mesh resolutionwas performedby
Andersonand Benson (ref. 36) with the conclusionthat insufficientmesh reso-
lutionof the near wall region causeddiscrepanciesto appear in the calcula-
tlon of the velocityfield.
A detail pictureof the flow field in the tunnel sidewallregion is shown
in figure7. In the vicinityof the tunnel sidewall,a very strong vortex is
establishedwhich elongatesand increasesin strengthin the downstreamdirec-
tion. This causes very low energy flow to accumulatein the corner region
with resultinglow wall shear stressin this region. This probablyaccounts
for the very high heatingrates measuredby Oskam, Vas and Bogdonoff(refs.27
to 29). The increasedstrengthof the sidewallvortex is also suggestedby
the experimentaldata resultssince the maximumyaw angle increasesin the
downstreamdirection. The oveturningthat occurs in the sidewallboundary
layer resultsfrom an impositionof the main streamstatic pressuregradient
, upon the low momentum nearwall viscousflow. This overturningresultsin low
energy fluid being drawn in towardsthe tunnel sidewallin the lower ramp
region. In the outer ramp region,the flow rolls over to form the sidewall
vortex. As the flow develops in the downstreamdirection,the sidewallvortex
losses its identityand the surfacevelocityvectorstend to align themselves
with the shock angle.
Figure8 presentsthe staticpressuresignaturecalculatedon the ramp
and tunnel sidewallsurfaces. The numericalformationof the shock wave in
the regionof wedge tip can clearlybe observedas well as the shockwave for-
mation on the tunnel sidewallsurface. Althoughnot explicitlyshown in
figure8, an adversestaticpressuregradientexslst in the near wall region
of the wedge and tunnel sidewallsurfaces.Of specialinterestis the fact
that static pressuregradientsare establishedon the ramp surfaceas a result
of the corner flow boundarylayer development. The static pressuregradients
that are createdon the ramp and tunnel sldewallsurfacesfall inside a coni-
cal regionof influence.
The global featuresof the glancingside interactionthat emerge from
this study can be viewedas two separateflow regions,namely a large outer
regionof Invlscldhigh energy flowwhich followsthe Invlscldstream lines,
and a smallerinner region near the wall composedof low energy fluid which
migratesalong the shock wave. The low energy flow will eventuallyaccumulate
in the corner regionof the tunnelceilingcausingsevere problems. This flow
is called the glancingsldewall/cornershockwave turbulentboundarylayer
interactionand will be discussedlater in this paper.
Cone-at-alphainteraction.- To understandthe importanceof adequate
mesh resolutionin criticalcomputationalregions,a seriesof calculations
were performedusing the experimentalconfigurationof Ralnblrd(ref. 30).
This experimentconsistedof a 12.5° half angle cone mounted in the supersonic
wind tunnel at 15.6° angle of attack. The Mach numberfor th_s seriesof cal-
culationswas set at mach 4.25. The extremeangle of attack conditionswere
chosen becausea reclrculatlonvortex developesas a resultof the interaction
of the windwardand leawardboundary layers.
Figure9 demonstratesthe importanceof radial and circumferentialmesh
resolutionfor this problem. The figure shows Mach numbercontours for the
aft quadrantof the flow field for differentmeshes at a plane near the meas-
uring station. All of the calculationsrequired220 streamwisestations,with
nearly lO0 of them locatednear the cone tip to resolvethe formationof the
shock. Figure9(a) shows the resultsof the first calculationwith 49 radial
points packed near the cone surface,and 19 circumferentialpoints evenly
spaced at every IO°. The resultsindicatea thickeningof the boundary layer
on the leewardside, and give no indicationof a reclrculatlon.Increasingthe
number of circumferentialpoints to 37 evenly spacedat 5° while maintaining
40 radial points gives the resultsof figure 9(b). This calculationgives an
indicationof reclrculationbut with little detail. Becausethe reclrculatlon
is caused by interactionsin the boundarylayer,more resolutionwas required
in the radial directionnear the surface. Packingthe 49 radialpoints closer
to the surfacegave the resultsshown in figure 9(c). While resolvingdetails
of the surface,resolutionof the shockwave was sacrificedwhich resultedin
violentpost shock pressureoscillations. To resolveboth the shock and the
boundary layer,the radialmesh was increasedto 80 points. The resultsshown
in figure9(d) indicatethat the calculationwas then able to resolveboundary
layer detailswithoutoscillationsnear the shockwave. Figure 9(e) shows one
furtherrefinementin which the circumferentialmesh was increasedto 50 points
which were packedon both the windwardand the leewardrays. The marked dif-
ferencein the resultsof figure 9(a) and figure9(e) clearlydemonstratesthe
need to resolveall of the small and large scale phenomenapresent in this
problem.The 40XlgX220(167 OOO) mesh point calculationused 6.0 mln of CPU
time on the Lewis CRAY I high speed computer,while the BOXSOX220(880 000)
nodal point calculationused 31.? min of CPU time. Figure lO shows the com-
puted reclrculationvortexwhich formedon the leewardside of the cone flow
field in terms of the secondaryvelocityvectorsfor the 80X50 transversemesh
system. Note the overshootin the clrcumfrentlalvelocityin the regionto
the waterlineside of the the recirculatlonvortex.
In additionto these benchmarkinteractions,a major experimentalprogram
is underwayat the NASA Lewis ResearchCenterto obtain detaildata on selected
- two and three-dlmenslonalshockwave boundarylayer interactionswhich focuses
on the detailsof boundarylayer bleed (fig. ll). Recent effortsto benchmark
validatethe PEPSISflow solverhave been directedtowardsunderstandingthe
detailsof these bleed interactionsand improvingthe bleed model to accurately
describethe flow physicsof this interaction.Data obtainedby Hingstand
Tanji (ref. 31) in the Lewis Ixl SupersonicWind Tunnel is being used as the
benchmarkstandardsince detailboundarylayer profilethroughthe interaction
and bleed flow distributionthroughthe holes were measured. Along wlth the
shock wave boundarylayer bleed interactionstudy,the glancingsldewall/
corner shock wave interaction,previouslymentioned,is also being examined
experimentallyin the IXl ft SupersonicWind Tunnel.
GlanclnBsidewall/cornerinteraction.- Figures12 and 13 presentthe
analyticaland experimentaloil flow patternsresultingfrom the the impinge-
ment of the glancingsidewallflow field with the tunnel floor of the IXl ft
Lewis SupersonicWind Tunnel. The mesh systemused to study the glancing
sldewall/cornerinteractionwas composedof 80X40X120(384 000) grid points.
Calculationswere performedon the Lewis CRAY I computerusing 14.4 min of CPU
time. Althoughthe shock staticpressurerise was not sufficientto separate
the flow in the analysison the center portionof the tunnel floor, there is a
corner regionseparationthat was revealedin the calculationsand can be seen
in the experimentaloll flow patterns. Becausethis interactionis typicalof
a class of problemcorner interactionthat can be found in the advancedsuper-
sonic inletsconcepts,it was deemed importantto obtain detailedexperimental
benchmarkdata in the Lewis IXl ft SupersonicWind Tunnel.
The PEPSISthree-dlmensionalviscousanalysis is also being used to iden-
tify selectedbenchmarkphenomenonthat will become importantin the design of
advancedaircraft inlet concepts(fig. 14). These highly three-dlmensional
shock wave turbulentboundarylayer interactionscenter around the hypersonic
corners interactionof Cresci (ref. 32) the intersectingwedge interactionof
West and Korkegi (ref. 33) and the skewedwedge interactionof Settles,
Perkins,and Bogdonoff(ref. 34) and the crossedside shock wave turbulent
boundary layer interactionfor which no benchmarkdata is available.
Hypersonic corner interaction. - The primary interest in the experiment
by Crescl (ref. 32) was directed towards the hypersonic, low density flow re-
gime wherein the Inviscld shock layer and the viscous boundary layer produced
under these conditions are of the same order of magnitude. In this case, the
viscous and invlscid effects are interrelated and cannot be treated indepen-
dently. This phenomena is important in that it represents a complex corner
interaction that is typical of a large class of problems associated with ad-
vanced supersonic inlet concepts. The structure of the corner flow Interac-
tlon is shown in figure 15. Qualitatively, the structure is similar to that
found by West and Korkegi (ref. 33) and consists of an oblique corner shock
resultingfrom the intersectionof the shock waves generatedby the rapid
boundary layer growth on the wall surfaces,and a set of two trlpplepoints
formed by intersectionof the embeddedshock wave system.This interactionwas
studiedby Buggeln,McDonaldand Kin (ref. 5) using the PEPSIS forwardmarch-
Ing three-dlmenslonalflow solver,as part of the benchmarkverificationproc-
ess. The model was mounted in a Mach ll.8 blowdownwind tunnel,and tests
were conductedat free streamReynoldsvaryingbetween0.15E6 and 0.5E6. The
tunnel stagnationtempera'turevaried between1700° Ranklneand 1900° Ranklne
which producedwall temperatureratiosof 0.29 and 0.32. Calculationswere
performedon the hypersoniccorner interactionusing a grid system composedof
50X50X120(300 000) nodal points. Althoughthe calculationswere performedon
the Lewis IBM 370/3033,the equivalentcomputingtime on the Lewis CRAY I
computerwould be lO.B CPU mln. Figures16 and 17 presentthe calculatedMach
number and total pressurefield of the hypersoniccorner interaction. The
primaryfeaturesof an obliquecorner shock wave generatedby the intersection
of the the boundarylayer shock wave from the wall surfacesand the set of
trlpplepoints formedby the embeddedshock systemare easily seen in these
figures. In addition,the secondaryfeatureof a triangularregionboundedby
two sllp surfacesand the corner shockwave was also revealedin the
calculations.
Lewis 40/60 mixed compressioninlet.- Figures18 through20 presenta
seriesof calculationson a Mach 2.5 mixed compressionsupersonicinlet at 0°
and 2° angle of attack. The purposeof the study was threefold,namely (1) to
examinethe problemsassociatedwith computingboundarylayer bleed within an
inlet envlorment,(2) to study the effectsof boundarylayer bleed on inlet
characteristics,and (3) to anticipateflow problemsassociatedwith the three-
dimensionalshock boundarylayer interactionsof this inlet at angle of attack
and recommendsolutions. A detailedexperimentalbleed study was performedon
this inlet by Fukuda,Hingstand Reshotko (ref. 22) In the lOXlO Supersonic
Wind Tunnel at Lewis ResearchCenter. This axlsymmetrlcmixed compression
inlet was designedfor a Mach number of 2.5 with 40 percentexternalarea con-
tractlonand 60 percentinternalcontraction. The externalcompressionwas
accomplishedwith a 12.5° half angle cone and the internalcowl llp angle was
0.0°. Figure18 presentsthe resultsof a two-dlmensionalcalculationusing
wall functionsto establisha baselineor referencecase. The two-dlmenslonal
computationalmesh was composedof 89 radialpoints and 360 forwardmarching
steps for a total of 32 040 nodal points. On the Lewis CRAY I high speed com-
puter, this calculationused 0.7 CPU mln. Shown in figure 18 are the local
Mach number profilescomputedwithin the inlet geometry. The cone shock as
well as the reflectedshock system within the inlet are clearlyvlsable. The
cowlingproducedan internalshock wave systemwhich reflectedfirst off the
centerbodyand then off cowlingreachingthe throat regionfor a second center-
body interaction. The second centerbodyreflectedshock was the terminalshock
when the model was operatedin the criticalmode.
As an initialstart to examinethe three-dlmenslonalshockwave turbu-
lent boundarylayer interactionsthat can arise within axlsymmetrlcinlets at
angle of attack,two separatecases were consideredusing the PEPSISthree-
dimensionalflow solver. In the first case, the 40-60 inlet was operatingat
the design Mach 2.5 conditionand 2.0° angle of attack,and in the second case,
the 40-60 inlet was operatingat Mach 3.0 condition,also at 2.0° angle of
attack. In each case, the centerbodywas in the design positionfor zero angle
of attack operation. The design Mach number calculationrevealeda large
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regionof subsonicflow on the leawardside of the first cowl reflection.
This is in subtantlalagreementwith limitedexperimentaldata at this condi-
tion. Since little informationcould be obtainedon the three-dimensional
characterof the shock wave turbulentboundarylayer interactionswithin this
inlet for the first case, the overspeedcase was run.
The Mach 3.0 angle of attack case used a computationalmesh composedof
4gXl9 nodal points in the transverseplane and 4BO forwardmarchingstep for a
total of 446 880 grid points. The computingtime for this case was 16.g CPU
• min on the Lewis CRAY I high speed computer. Figures19 and 20 presentthe
resultsof this calculation. For the inlet operatingat the design Mach number
and at 0° angle of attack,the cone shock is locatedjust outsidethe cowl
llp, thus spillingabout 0.5 percentover the cowl. In the Mach 3.0 overspeed
case, the cone shock is forced ins%dethe cowl llp. At angle of attack,this
shock systemtranslatesforwardon the leewardside and rearwardon the wind-
ward side, thus creatinga small expansionregionon the cowl llp. Figure 19
shows surfacestaticpressuredistributionon the cowl and cone. The shock
waves are clearlyshown as light bands which are inclinedrelativeto the inlet
axis. On the cone, the shock systemmoved forwardon the leewardside and aft
on the wlndward side, while on the cowl, the first ratherweak shock from the
cone tip and the strongershock from the cone reflectionare clearlyevident.
Also evidenton the inlet surfacesare pressurecontourswhich are normal to
the inlet axis, particularlynear the throat sectionon the cone and along the
cowl betweenthe shocks. These featuresare the resultsof compressionsand
expansionspresentin the inlet due to surfacecontouring. For an other per-
spectiveof this flow field, staticpressureand Mach number contoursin the
flowfleldat the windward,waterline,and leewardrays are presentedin
figure 20. On the windward ray, the cone shock fall insidethe cowl llp, while
on the leewardray, the cone shock falls forwardof the llp. The static pres-
sure again indicatesthe proper shock translationwith the leewardshock mov-
ing forwardand becoming strongerthan the windward interaction. Also evident
are the expansionsnear the throatand its interactionwith the shock system.
The Mach number contoursindicatethis same behavior,but also shows the bound-
ary layer variationsthroughthe calculation. Work is continuingon these
three-dlmensionalshockwave boundarylayer interactions.
Three-DimensionalEllipticInvlscid/ViscousFlow Solver (MINT)
Specificationof high grid resolutionin the vicinityof a no-slipwall
is obviouslyrequiredto resolvethe wall boundarylayers. However,specifi-
cation of a high resolutionregionto resolvea normal shock wave is not a
simple problembecausethe shock locationand shapemay not be known a priori.
Thus, a viable shock trackingadaptivemesh strategywas developedto properly
resolvethe regionsof high gradientsfor normal shockwave turbulentboundary
layer interactions. In particular,a search for the maximumpressuregradient
locationwas used to establisha definitionfor the shockwave center. Since
any spuriousoscillationsin the solutioncould prove detrimentalto accurate
shock center determination,a "filteringscheme"was appliedto the processof
the shock location. Essentially,the procedureidentifiesturningpoints in
the wall staticpressuredistribution,examinesthe change in pressurebetween
subsequentturningpoints and carriesout a searchfor the maximumpressure
gradientin the intervalhaving the largestpressurerise. Once the shock
center is located,a new grid is constructedby centeringa sinh functionat
the new shock center location.The grid motion is accountedfor in the govern-
ing equationsthrough inclusionof terms containingderivativesof the compu-
tationalcoordinateswith time.
The presenteffort to benchmarkverifythe MINT generalInvlscld/viscous
three-dlmenslonalflow solver (fig. 21) has centeredaround the normalshock
turbulentboundarylayer interactionin the channelof Mateer and Viegas (ref.
3B) and in the variable"areadiffuserof SaJben,Bogar, and Kroutll(ref. 41).
In particular,two main issueswere under investigation,namely,(1) does an
adaptivemesh or grid clusteringregionwhich moves with the shock regiondur- i
Ing the course of the calculationintroduceany significanterrors,and (2)
what role does artificialdissipationplay in solutionaccuracy.
Constantarea two-dlmenslonalnormal shock wave interaction.- The first
case consideredsimulatesthe normal shock wave turbulentboundarylayer in-
teractionwhich wlll occure at modest upstreamsupersonicMach numbersin a
constantarea tube with circularcross section. The case has been specified
to match the experimentaldata of Mateer and Viegas (ref. 13). The calcula-
tion was performedfor an inlet Mach number of 1.44, an imposedexit to inlet
staticpressureratio of 2.0, and a Reynoldsnumberof 5.83E5 based on up-
streamboundarylayer thicknessof 2.5 centimeters. In order to maintainade-
quate mesh resolutionin all parts of the flow field,the adaptivemesh
strategydescribedearlierwas invoked. The calculationwas performedon a
computationalmesh with 41 transverseand 31 streamwisepoints,using a mixing
lengthturbulencemodel. In the originalanalysispaper by Roscoe,Shamroth,
Gibellng,and McDonald(ref. 13) comparisonbetweenexperimentaldata and
analysiswere made with both a mixing lengthand k-e turbulencemodel. The
resultsobtainedwith the mixing length turbulenceare shown in figures22 and
23. Figure22 presentsa comparisonbetweenthe measuredand calculatedstatic
pressuredistributionwhile figure 23 presentsthe comparlslonsfor the stream-
wise velocityprofilesthroughthe interactionregion. It is apparentthat
the mean flow quantitiesare well predictedby this method and the adaptive
mesh strategydescribedintroducedno appreciableerror in the calculation.
Variablearea two-dlmenslonalnormal shock wave interaction.- Figures
24(a) and (b) presenta comparlslonbetweenMINT Navler Stokes calculationsof
the normal shock wave turbulentboundarylayer interactionin a variablearea
diffuserwith the experimentaldata of Sajben,Bogar,and Kroutil. Calcula-
tions were performedon a computationalmesh consistingof 25 streamwlsepoints
and 25 transversnodal points. The computationswere performedon the Lewis
IBM 370/3033high speed computer,and required0.013 CPU secs per grid point
per time step. Since that calculation,the computingtime has been reducedto
0.0065 CPU secs per grid point per time step as a resultof code "clean-up".
The equlvelanttime on the Lewis CRAY I high speed computerwould thereforebe
6.5E-4 CPU secs per grld point per time step after vectorlzatlon. The calcu-
lated top wall distributionis shown in figure 24(a) and the calculatedbottom
wall distributionis shown in figure 24(b). Solutionswere obtainedwith two
values of artificialdissipation,_ = 0.05 and _ = 0.5. It is obviousthat
the choice of the artlflcaldissipationparametersignificantlyaffectsthe 4
calculatedresults. The normal shock is capturedproperlywith _ = 0.05,
while the resultswere severllysmearedwith _ = 0.5. In fact, the _ = 0.5
calculationsdid not even containa supersonicregion (fig. 24).
The excellent results obtained using the MINT three-dlmenslonal flow
solver established clearly that an adaptive grid approach can be used to
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calculateshockedflow fields in which the positionof the shock wave is un-
known a priori. Also, the role of the artificialdissipationparameterwas
examinedin this study. For an inappropriatechoiceof artlflcaldissipation,
the solutionwill be severllysmearedand may, in fact, even suppressthe
appearanceof the terminalshock region. A detaileddiscussionconcerningthe
manner in which these calculationswere performedas well as a more in depth
examinationof the effectsof artlflcaldissipationappear ip two publications
by Liu, Shamroth,and McDonald (refs.14 and 15). Future investigationOn the
normal shock wave turbulentboundarylayer interactionwill center on the
problemsconsernlngthe responceof the terminalshock to an externallyapplied
disturbanceand the effectsof turbulencemodelingon the small scale flow
properties. Early effortsto understandthe dynamiceffectsof a back pressure
disturbanceon the normal shock wave turbulentboundarylayer interaction
appears in a paper by Liu, Shamroth,and McDonald(ref. 16).
Three-DimenslonalSubsonicViscousMarchingFlow Solver (PEPSIG)
Recenteffort to benchmarkthe PEPSIGgeneralthree-dimenslonalsubsonic
viscousmarchingflow solverhas centeredaround the developmentof secondary
flow in a numberof subsonicduct configurations(fig. 25). The philosophy
underlyingthis llst of benchmarkphenomenawas to verifythe PEPSIGthree-
dimensionalflow field solveron a sequenceof flows with increasingcomplex-
ity. These includelaminarand turbulentflow in a 90° bend with a square
cross sectionof Taylor,Whltelaw,and Yianneskls(ref. 44) laminarand tur-
bulent flow in the 90° bend with circularcross sectionof Enayet,Gibson,and
Taylor (ref. 45) laminarflow in the 180° circularpipe of Agrawal,Talbot,
and Gong (ref. 46) laminarand turbulentflow in the S-shapedducts with square
and circularcross sectionsof Taylor,Whltelaw,and Yianneskls(refs. 47 and
48) the turbulentflow in the 45-45 circularS-shapedduct of Bansodand
Bradshaw(ref. 49) and the turbulentflow in the square-to-roundtransition
duct of Taylor,Whltelaw,and Yianneskls(ref. 50). In addition,NASA Lewis
also is sponsoringan experimentaleffort at the Universityof TennesseeSpace
Instituteto study the structureof secondaryflows in S-ductswith high
entranceMach number and diffusion. Experimentalresultsof this effort appear
in a paper by Vakill,Wu, Bhat, Liver,Hingst,and Towne (ref. 51).
Circular90° Bend. - Extensivecalculationswere made for the flow geom-
etry in which detailedmeasurementswere made by Enayet,Gibson,and Taylor
(ref. 45). This geometryconsistedof a circularduct with a go° circular-
arc-bendand with straightsectionsboth upstreamand downstreamof the bend.
The ratio of bend radiusto duct width was 2.3. The measurementswere taken
for Reynoldsnumber of 790 (laminarflow) and 40 000 (turbulentflow). Two
computationalgrid systemswere used for the laminarevaluation;a coarsemesh
systemcomposedof 20X20X75(30 OOO) nodal pointsand a fine grid system com-
posed of 40X4OX75 (120 000) points. On the Lewis CRAY I high speed computer,
these two cases used 0.7 and 2.9 m_n of CPU time. Likewise,two grid systems
were also used to evaluatethe turbulentdata; a coarsemesh composedof
25X25X86(53 750) points and a fine mesh systemhaving 50X50XB6(215 000) nodal
points. Calculationswere performedon the Lewis CRAY I computerusing a total
of 1.3 and 5.1 mln of CPU time respectively. A comparisonbetweenthe experi-
mental data and the analysisusing the coarse and fine grid system is pre-
sented in figure 26 for the laminarflow case. Two regionsof separationwere
encounteredfor the laminarflow case. The first separationregionwas
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locatedat the entranceto the bend on the outer wall and the secondon the
inner wall near the bend exit. A comparisonof the measuredand computed
streamwisevelocityprofiles(fig. 26) show that the "separationmodel" within
the PEPSIGflow solvercan simulatethe effectsof "weak" separationson the
main flow field. Figure27 presentsthe structureof the secondaryflow at
the four experimentalmeasuringstations. The secondaryflow is formedbecause
the fluid near the flow axis, havinghigher velocity,is acted upon by a larger
centrifugalforce than the slowerfluid near the walls. The fastermoving
fluid at the center moves outwards,pushingthe fluid in the boundarylayer at
the outer wall around towardsthe innerwall. Thus fresh fluid is continually
being broughtinto the neighborhoodof the outer wall and forcedtowardsthe
inner wall. The overturningthat occurs in the boundarylayer generatesa
strong vortex system,which migratesaway from the wall near the bend exit.
Presentedin figure 28 is a comparisonbetweenthe measuredand computedturb-
ulent streamwlsevelocityprofilesat the four measuringstationsthroughthe
90° bend. For turbulentflow, the resultswere very sensitiveto mesh resolu-
tion in the regionsof high shear,as can be seen in figure 28. Figure29
presentsthe turbulentsecondaryflow structurewhich consistsof a palr of
counter-rotatlngvortlclesformed from the overturningof the flow within the
wall boundarylayer. This "overturning"can also be seen in the surfaceoll
film patternspresentedin figure29.
Circular180° Bend. - Agrawal,Talbot,and Gong (ref. 46) have obtained
detailed LDV measurementsof laminarflow developmentin curved pipes wlth
uniformentry velocity. This experimentaldata was used by Towne (ref. 53) to
evaluateand verify the abilityof the PEPSIGthree-dlmenslonalviscousflow
solver to quantitativelypredictthe generationof pressuredriven secondary
flows in curvedducts. Experimentaldata was obtainedat a Reynoldsnumberof
1263, based on the cross sectionalradius,and an entry velocitycorresponding
to a Dean numberof 565. A computationalmesh consistingof 50X50 nodal points
in the transverseplane and 226 forwardmarching steps,for a total of 565 000
mesh points,was used for the resultsshown in figure 30. On the Lewis CRAY I
computer,thls calculationtook 17 mln of CPU time. A comparisonbetweenthe
measuredand calculatedstreamwlsecontourplots presentedIn figure 30 demon-
stratethat for well prescribedgeometrydescriptionand initialdata, the
PEPSIGflow solvercan simulatethe fine detail of flow structureassociated
with developingpressuredriven flow fields.
Circular22.5-22.5° S-Bend.- Taylor,Whltelawand Yianneskls(ref. 48)
in an experimentalinvestigationsponsoredby NASA Lewis ResearchCenter,ob-
talned a series of three-componentLDV velocitymeasurementson the structure
of the flow that developsin a 22.5-22.5° circularS-bend.Measurementsinclude
laminarflow at a Reynoldsnumber of 790 and turbulentflow at a Reynolds
number of 48 000. Two computationalgrid systemswere used for the laminar
evaluation;a coarsemesh systemcomposedof 20X20X80(32 000) nodal points
and a fine grid systemcomposedof 40X40X80(128 000) points. On the Lewis
CRAY I high speed computer,these two cases used 0.8 and 3.0 mln of CPU time.
Likewise,two grid systemswere also used to evaluatethe turbulentdata; a
coarsemesh composedof 25X25XSO(50 000) pointsand a fine mesh system havlng
50X50X80(200 000) nodal points.Calculationswere performedon the Lewis CRAY
I computer using a total of 1.2 and and 4.8 mln of CPU tlme respectively.
Figure31 presentsa comparisonbetweenthe measuredand computedlaminar
developmentof streamwisevelocityprofilesat the four measurementstations
throughthe S-duct. Becausethe boundarylayerswith this duct were large
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relative to the duct dimensions, the laminar flow calculations were not sensi-
tive to mesh resolution. The complex secondary flow structure that can develop
in S-duct configurations is graphically shown in figure 32. The system of
counter rotating vortex pairs develops in the first bend, and in the second
bend, the secondary flow begins to reverse forming another pair of counter
rotating vortlcles. Also presented in figure 31 are the wall shear stress
signatures that result from this secondary flow structure. Much greater sen-
sitivity to resolution of high shear regions was encountered for the turbulent
flow development through the S-duct (fig. 33). Qualitatively, the turbulent
' flow development resembles the laminar field; however, the high Reynolds number
in the developing turbulent flow results in less severe secondary flow (fig.
31). Again, the computed results are in very good agreement with both the
laminar and turbulent measurements (ref. 47).
Circular 45-45 ° S-Bend. - A series of measurements obtained at the
Department of Aeronautics, Imperial College of Science and Technology, by
Bansod and Bradshaw (ref 49) were used to verify the PEPSIG flow solver at
higher Reynolds numbers. The configuration used for this study was the 45-45
symmetric short intake S-shaped duct with an R/D of 2.25. The duct entry
velocity was nominally set at 45 meters/sec, which gave a Reynolds number of
5.0E5 based on duct diameter. Measurements were presented of total pressure,
static pressure, surface shear stress, and yaw angle for the flow through the
S-shaped duct. The computational mesh used for this study was 50X50XlO0, which
gave a total number of grid points of 250 000. Computations were performed on
the Lewis CRAY I high speed computer using 6.0 min of CPU time. Shown in
figure 35 is a comparison between the calculated and measured surface shear
stress at three circumferential surface lengths labeled the N-length, E-length,
and S-length. Zxcellent agreement was obtained in spite of the fact that a
simple eddy viscosity turbulent model was used in this calculation. Also shown
in figure 35 is the surface shear stress color signature for this S-shaped
duct. The small region of separation or near separation that was observed by
Bansod and Bradshaw along the N-length is clearly visible from the wall shear
stress signature. Figure 36 shows a comparison between the calculated and
measured total pressure loss contours at the compressor face station in addi-
tion to the secondary velocity vector flow field. It is clear that the PEPSlG
three-dimensional flow solver captured the proper flow physics at the com-
pressor face including the pair of counter-rotatlng vortices in the boundary
layer observed (ref. 49).
Square-to-round transition duct. - Included in the series of experiments
sponsered by NASA Lewis Research Center at Imperial College of Science and
Technology, London, was flow in a square-to-round transit%on duct. These re-
sults have been published by Taylor, Whitelaw and Yianneskis (ref. 50) and
include three-component LDV measurements of the velocity field through the
transition duct. The flow in this straight centerline transition duct was
turbulent at a Reynolds number of 35 350. The computational mesh used for
this calculation was 25X25 nodal points in the cross plane and 51 forward
marching stations for a total number of 31 875 grid points. On the Lewis CRAY
I computer, the CPU time was less than 1.0 min. Comparisons between the meas-
ured and calculated streamwise velocity profiles in a symmetry plane are pre-
sented in figure 37 at each reported measurement station through the transition
duct. This comparison shows very good agreement between analysis and
experiment.
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Excellentresultshave been obtainedusing the PEPSIGthree-dlmenslonal
viscousmarchingflow solverto model the developmentof pressuredriven sec-
ondaryflows, using a numberof basic benchmarkdata sets for evaluation.
Extensiveevaluationswere made for laminarflowwithin well definedduct
geometriesand well documentedinitialdata. The excellentagreementwith the
laminardata demonstratesthe accuracyof the solutionalgorithmwithoutthe
uncertaintyof describingthe turbulenttransportprocessby means of a turbu-
lence model. This demonstrationof accuracyshould be a prerequisiteto de-
termlnlngdifferencesbetweennumericsand physics,and in particular,the
effectsof turbulencemodel on solutionresults. In general,the flows studied
were dominatedby pressureforces ratherthan shear forces,hence, the Influ-
ence of normal stressdriven flows was small,and the effectiveviscosity
approachwas appropriate. Even with "weak"separations,the flows were pri-
marily pressurecontrolled,althoughturbulentmixing became more important.
Still, the effectiveviscosityapproachmay likelybe the best compromise,but
considerationshouldbe given to stressturbulencemodels.These evaluations
have establishedthe importanceof mesh point resolutionin calculatingthe
structureof secondaryflow in subsonicdiffusers,and consequentlydiffuser
performance,compressorface recovery,and distortion.This presupposesthat
the duct geometryis well definedand computatlonallysmooth,in additionto
havingan accuratedescrlptlonof the initialdata.
RockwellBIB inlet duct. - Figures38 and 39 presentthe resultsof a
series of calculationson the RockwellBIB inlet duct using the PEPSIGthree-
dimensionalviscousmarchingflow solver. The purposeof the computerstudy
was twofold;namely (1) examinethe difficultiesassociatedwith surfacefit-
ting a "real" inlet duct geometryand (2) determinethe effectsof geometry
descriptionon the accuracyof the solution. The RockwellBIB inlet duct
transitionsfrom nearly rectangularcross-sectlonat the inlet face to a cir-
cular cross-sectlonat the compressorface, with a double S-bend insertbe-
tween these two stations. The computationswere initiatedwith an entrance
Mach number of 0.5 and Reynoldsnumber of l.OE6 per ft. Calculationswere
performedwith a computationalmesh consistingof 50XSOXIO0(250 000) nodal
points using ?.5 m_n of CPU time on the Lewis CRAY I computer. Shown in
figure 38 is the computedstaticpressuresignatureon the inside surfaceof
the BIB inlet duct along with the surfaceanalyticaloll film patterns.The
surfaceoll film patternshighlightthe over turningthat resultsin the double
S-bend insert portionof this inletduct, which helps form the total pressure
distortionpresentedin figure 39. The "quality"of this calculationdepended
very stronglyon the abilityto describea computatlonally"smooth"inlet duct
surfaceand to compressthe mesh into regionsof h_gh shear. Complexsurface
geometries,such as the BIB inlet duct, are very difficultto describe compu-
tatlonally,and much time and effort had to be expendedon this problem. How-
ever, care in constructingthe geometryand mesh system in the initialsteps
of a duct analysispays dividendslater in the deslgn-analyslsprocess.
USER ORIENTED CODE DEVELOPMENT AND PROTOCOL STUDIES
The resultsof the comparisonsbetweenthe PEPSI/MINTanalysisand bench-
mark experimentaldata demonstratea strong need to establisha computation
protocolto insure the analyticalresultsare reasonableand the desired In-
formationcorrect. Carefulattentionhas been paid to those factorswhich
could substantiallyaffect solutionaccuracy. In particular,the need for
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adequatemesh resolutionin regionsof high shear has been shown to be a crit-
ical factoraffectingsolutionaccuracyin many flow problems.Use of exces-
sive artificialdissipationto suppressspatialoscillationsin the solution
has also been shown to suppresscriticalphysics. Accurateand computatlonally
"smooth"duct geometriesalong with well definedinitialdata are also criti-
cal factorsaffectingsolutionaccuracy. Thus the resultsfrom benchmark
validationsof the PEPSI/MINTcodes are being carefullyconsideredto assess
their meaningand implicationswith particularemphasison sensitivecontrol-
ling parameters. Based on these studies,formal "case running"protocolsor
structurefor code applicationwill be developedto guide the generaluser
community.
Anotherprimaryitem to be consideredunder this effortwould focus upon
the use of computergraphicsin understandingthe highly complexflows that
developwithin advancedsupersonicinlet systems. The use of graphicsin these
areas has been under developmentfor severalyears at Lewis ResearchCenter
includingadvancedtechniquesfor visualizingcomplexthree-dimenslonalflows
in inlet, nozzle,and mixer flow fieldsusing color graphicaltechniques
(refs.54 and 55).
THREE-DIMENSIONALGRID GENERATIONAND NUMERICALTECHNIQUES
The computationalmesh is one of three key factorsthat have a profound
effecton the accuracyof the numericalsolution;the other two factorsbeing
the numericalsolutionalgorithmand the flow field itself. These factors
cannot be separated. In each of the zonal regionswithin the inlet system,
the constructionof the computationalgrid is the key factor. However,the
relevantphysicsto be studiedin each of these propulsioncomponentsmay re-
quire ellipticsolutions,eitherEuler or Navler Stokes,for all or part of
the flow field. In turn, the constructionof the computationalmesh cannot be
performedindependentlyof the availablesolutionalgorithm. There are no
quantifiablecriteriafor generatingacceptableflnite-differencegrids,
includingan assessmentof grid smoothness,skewnessand cell aspect ratio
independentlyof the numericalsolutionobtainedon the mesh. Lastly,if
three-dimensionalellipticsolutionsare to become routinelyused, even on
advancedcomputerssuchas the CRAY, then major effortsare requiredto In-
crease the computingspeed and effectivenessof the solutionalgorithm.
In solvingthe equationsof fluid dynamicsby numericalmeans, two major
problemareas are encountered. The first is three-dimensionalmesh generation
and the second is the algorithmby which the governingequationsare processed
to obtain a solution. Mesh generationinvolvesthree distinctprocesses,(1)
the descriptionof the boundingsurfaces,(2) constructionof the grid lattice
within the boundingsurfaces,and (3) the solutiondependentadaptationor
clusteringof the grid latticeto accuratelydefinethe regionof rapid solu-
tion variation. The numericalalgorithmused to obtainthe solutionalso in-
volves three distinctprocesses,(1) replacementof the systemof equations
with a discrete representation,(2) stableand efficientsolutionadvancement,
and (3) data base managementto controlthe flow of informationtoand from
the numericalsolutiongenerator.
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Three-DimenslonalMesh Generation
Descriptionof boundlnqsurfaces.- Lookingat each of the three processes
involvedin mesh generation,it is noted that a considerableamountof litera-
ture has evolvedon the fittingof surfacesfor CAD/CAMand other applications.
Much use of this existingliteraturecould be made for fluid flow problems,
but to date it has not been exploited. It is recommendedthat some effort be
expendedto review,assess,and explorethe possibleuse of this existing °
technologyin the fluid mechanicsof three-dlmenslonalmesh generation.
Constructionof the grid lattice.- The constructionof the grid lattice
within and fitted to the boundingsurfacecan be accomplishedin severalways.
Most notable,the grid latticecan be constructednumericallyeitheras the
solutlbnto a partialdifferentialequationor geometricallyas a parameterl-
zatlon of the boundingsurfaces. Eitherway, the grid latticeconstruction
requiressome trial and error on the part of the analystand the range of con-
figurationsis often limited. Fundamentalstudiesof both the aforementioned
approachesto grid constructionare requiredto understandand improvethe
accuracy,reliability,generality,and ease with which grids may be generated.
Of particularnote is the developmentof mesh smoothnesscriteriaand param-
eters which influencethis smoothness,leadingultimatelyto improvedgrids
for fluid dynamicscomputations. Most importantly,while basic understanding
can be obtained in one or two space dimensions,this investigationwill empha-
size three-dlmenslonalgrid generationfor the type of fluid flow problems
encounteredin inlet,mixer, and nozzlecomponents.
Adaptivemesh clustering.- Adaptivemesh clusteringis a very powerful
techniqueto effectivelyuse a limitednumber of grid points to define the
multiple lengthscaleswhich can arise in fluid dynamicproblems,such as
boundary layer and Invlscldcore regions. In numerousproblems,particularly
in three-dlmenslonalspace, the locationof the region requiringdefinitionis
not known a priori,but emergesas the solutiondevelops. A transonicshock
wave boundary layer interactionwould be a case in point. For such problems,
adaptivemesh clusteringis a very powerfultechnique.Particularlyin three
dimensions,sufficientmesh resolutioncannot be affordedwithout some mesh
clusteringand knowledgeof the extremesolutionvariation. Solutiondepen-
dent mesh adaptationcan cause instabilityand great care is requiredto obtain
stable,accurate,and, in some cases, optimalmesh clustering. Consequently,
basic studiesof the solutiondependentmesh adaptationalgorithmsare required
to understandand improvethe stability,accuracy,distribution,and adaptlon
process in three-dlmens_onalspace.
NumericalAlgorithmDevelopment
Higher order discrete representation.- In the numericalsolutionof
multidimensionalflow problems,particularlyin three dimensions,a major
limitationis the availablecomputermemory. To the user this means that the
total number of grid points in the computationalspace must be limitedwlth a
concomitantdegradationin the solutionaccuracy. Conversely,when a desired
level of accuracy is sought,in many instancesthe requirednumber of spatial
grid points neededto achievethat goal could be excessivelylarge so as to
make the calculatione_ther impracticalor extremelyexpensive. Hence, there
is a great interestin mlnlmlz_ngthe total number of grid pointsand accruing
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the associatedbenefitswhich includereductionin computingtime, a reduction
in core requirementsand a reductionof data transfer. All of these factors
contributeto lower computingcosts.
A method of achievingthese desiredbenefitsis the use of higher order
spatialdifferenceapproximations. The replacementof the continuoussystem
of equationsby an accuratediscreterepresentationis especiallyimportantin
three-dlmenslonalspace.,In one dimensionalspace it is known that a more
accuratediscreterepresentationof the governingequationscan be obtained
• which resultsin a reductionin the number of grld latticepoints requiredfor
an accuratesolution. In multidimensionalspace,the requiredgrid point
density In one dimensionis raised to the power of the space dimension. This
raisingto the power transformsthe modest grid point savings in one dimen-
sional space to impressivebenefitsin three-dlmenslonalspace. Thus more
accuratehigher order dlscretlzatlonschemesshouldbe investigatedfrom the
view point of multidimensionaluse.
Solutionadvancement.- The second process,that of solutionadvancement,
has two major problemcategories;(1) time dependentor unsteadyflows and (2)
steadystate flow problems. Fluid flow problemsthat requirethe transients
to be resolved,such as subcrltlcalself-sustalnedoscillations(inletbuzz),
introduceconsiderationswhich are not presentif only a steady state solution
is sought. The transientsgenerallypose a hyperbolicproblemin time which
is furthercomplicatedif the flow is incompressibleor at a very low Mach
number. In addressingthe problemof accuratelyand efficientlyresolvingthe
transients,the needs and limitationsof three space dimensionsmust be kept
in mind. Basic studieswould be expectedto lead to more robustand economical
time dependentmultidimensionalsolutionalgorithmfor subsonlc,transonic,
and supersonicflows.
The steadystate flow problemof interestposes an "elliptic"or "mixed"
problemin which all the boundaryconditionsaffect all or nearly all of the
interiorflow field. The problemis also nonlinear,thus some form of itera-
tion may be required. This in many schemesis added to a basicallyIteratlve
approachto solvingthe ellipticproblem. This has led to the investigation
of the "fast" Iteratlveellipticsolversfor some problemsand fast direct
schemesfor other more restrictiveproblems. The fast "Iteratlve"schemesare
more generaland are applicableto the Navler Stokesequations,the "parabo-
llzed"Navler Stokes equationsand the Euler equationsand hence should be
activelypursued. A number of schemeshave shown considerablepromiseon
single equationssuch as matrix pre-condltlonlng,relaxationparametercycling
and even mesh cycling(multl-grldtechniques)and have demonstratedimprove-
ment in the rate of convergenceto steady state solution. The role of con-
vergenceaccelerationin systemsof equationsis presentlynot well understood
and should be activelyinvestigated.
Data base manaqement.- The third considerationfor the solutionalgorithm
is the data base managementaspectsof the problem. Here the architectureof
the computeritself enters from the point of view of the availablememory,
data transfercapability,and processorparallelism. The CRAY computeris
fast becomingthe industrystandardfor large scientificcomputingand conse-
quently it is advocatedthat this type of computerbe used to guide the data
base managementaspectsof the problem. Vectorizatlonof the solutionalgo-
rlthm shouldbe examined,but also in view of the large arrays involvedin
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three-dimensionalflow calculations,the algorithmdata and data transferneeds
shouldbe considered. It is possiblethat a highly structuredalgorithmwith
local data requirementscould out performanotheralgorithmon the CRAY simply
by vlrtureof modest storagedata transferrequirements.Thus, the considera-
tion of the solutionalgorithmand the computerarchitecturemust be borne in
mind when evaluatingthe relativeefficiencyof the variousschemes.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
A generalsystem of three-dimensionalviscousmarchingand elliptic
solverscalled PEPSI/MINThas been developedat the NASA Lewis ResearchCenter
for the analysisand design of advancedtechnologysupersonicinlet systems.
Througha systematicand carefulevaluationof these solversby a two tier
validationprocessinvolvinggenericverificationand detailedbenchmarkvali-
dation data, the applicabilityand performanceof these codes is being assessed
and documented. From the benchmarkvalidationprocess,a formalizedprotocol
is being developedto assist the user in applyingthese three-dlmensionalflow
solversto insure reasonablecorrectnessand to be able to distinguishbetween
numericsand physics. In addition,an extensivelibraryof plottingand
three-dimensionalgraphicalroutineswere developedto assist the user in
understandingthe very complexflow fields emergingas solutionsfrom these
solvers.
Major advancesin computationalfluid dynamicshave emergedfrom this
program,but significantproblemsremainand these are being addressed. In
particular,future effortwill be directedtowardsthe developmentof improved
three-dlmenslonalgrid generation,numericalmethodology,and computertech-
nology utilization. Likewise,the detailedbenchmarkvalidationof the
PEPSI/MINTsolverswill continueconsideringmore complexflow fields.
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APPENDIX- GENERALIZEDTHREE-DIMENSIONFLOW SOLVERS
An extensiveeffort is currentlyunderwayto structurethe PEPSI/MINT
three-dlmenslonalflow solversdescribedin this section,such that they have
the abilityto communicatewith each other. This is in keepingwith the
philosophyof the zonal methodologyconcept. Common file storagefor all
dependentvariables,identicalformattedrestartInput/outputfiles,uniform
geometrymethodsfor all,PEPSI/MINTcodes and common plot files, to interface
with the extensivelibraryof existingthree-dimensionalplottingand color
graphicalprograms(refs. 54 and 55) are among the tasks being undertaken.
Three-DimenslonalSupersonicViscousMarchingFlow Solver (PEPSIS)
The PEPSIScode that has been developed(refs.l to 5) solves the set of
three-dimensionalforwardmarchingequationsapplicableto flow fieldswithin
supersonicinletsand nozzlesof axisymmetrlc,two-dlmenslonalor conformal
geometries. The equationsused in the analysisare based on the parabollzed
form of the three-dimensional,steadystate, ensemble-averagedNavier Stokes
equations. In the supersonicregionof the core flow field, the required
parabolizingassumptionsimplyreducesto the neglectof the streamwisediffu-
sion terms. In the flows anticipatedfor this region,streamwisediffusionis
negligibleand, therefore,the assumptionis not restrictive.In the subsonic
portionof the flow field, furtherassumptionsare necessaryto controlthe
appearanceof branchingsolutions. Suppressionof branchingand development
of a stableforwardmarchingprocedurerequiresreplacingthe normalmomentum
equation in the subsonicregionby the usual boundarylayer approx%matlon,
which, for zerc curvature,sets the normalderivativeto zero and for curved
walls, allows for coordinatecurvatureeffects. In addition,the wall tangency
conditionis appliedto the entire subsonicregion. This latter condition
replacesthe continuityconditionat the sonic llne by a specifiedflow d%rec-
tlon. Since the subsonicregionfor most problemsof practicalinterestsis
expectedto be small,these approx%mationsare not expectedto have detremental
effectsin calculatinginlet flow fields.
The PEPSIS three-dlmenslonalflow field solverhas been appliedto a
varietyof two and three-d%menslonalflow problemsat supersonicspeeds in the
absenceof a major separationzone. The flow solveracceptsa generalortho-
gonal coordinatesystemthroughan externalmesh generatorwhich generates
computationalgrid points in the given physicaldomain. Boundaryconditions
are set via input data flags. Among those availableare function,first de-
rivative,and secondderivativeof the velocity,density,and temperature,
specificationof staticpressurewith its derivatives,momentumequation,
one-sldedInvlscldgoverningequations,Mach llne extrapolation,and wall
functionformulation. Inclusionof the energy equationas well as its form
and the choice of two or three dimensionsand viscosityoptionsare controlled
via input data flags. The PEPSISflow field solver has been validatedthrough
detailedcomparisonwith a large varietyof two and three-dlmenslonalexperi-
mental flow fields (refs.22 to 37).
Three-DimensionalEllipticInvislcd/VisciousFlow Solver (MIN1)
The approachbeing usedwithin the inviscld/viscousMINT flow field solver
appliesthe consistentlysplit Linear Block Implicit(LBI) procedure(refs.6
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to 16) to the Navler Stokes equations. The method can be brieflyoutlinedas
follows:the governingequationsare replacedby an implicittime difference
approximation,optionallya backwarddifferenceor Crank-Nicolsonscheme.
Terms involvingnonlinearitiesat the implicittime level are llnearlzedby a
Taylor seriesexpansionin time about the solutionat the known time level,
and spatialdifferenceapproximationsare Introduced. The resultis a system
of multidimensionalcoupled,but linear,differenceequationsfor the dependent
variablesat the unknownor implicittlme level.To solve these difference
equations,the Douglas-Gunnprocedure(ref.lO) for generatingAlternating
DirectionImplicit(ADI) schemesas perturbationsof fundamentalimplicitd_f-
ference schemesis introduced. Thls techniqueleads to systemsof coupled
lineardifferenceequationshaving narrow bandedmatrix structurewhich can be
solvedefficientlyby a standardblock eliminationmethod.
The MINT three-dlmenslonalflow field ellipticsolveracceptsa very
general coordinatesystem throughinput of the physicallocationof the compu-
tatlonalgrid points. Boundaryconditionsare set through input data flags.
Among those availableare function,first derivativeand secondderivativeof
the velocity,densityand temperature,specificationof staticand total pres-
sure or their derivatives,and one-sldedgoverningequations.Inclusionof an
energyequationas well as the choice of two or three dimensionsand turbu-
lence model are controlledvia input data flags. Specificationof very high
Reynoldsnumber along with implementationof properboundaryconditionswould
allow the elliptic solverto be appliedto the Euler equations. Finally,out-
put includingflow field arraysand generationof plot files are also con-
trolledvia input data flags. The MINI flow solver has been validatedthrough
two and three-dlmenslonalcalculationof transonicdiffuser flows with a
terminalshock wave (refs.33 to 37).
lhree-DlmenslonalSubsonicViscousMarchingFlow Solver (PEPSIG)
The PEPSIGthree-dlmenslonalflow so]ver (refs.17 to 21) Is a general
approach used for predicting subsonic flows in three-dlmenslonal passages hav-
ing littleor no streamwlseseparationand is based on the prlmary-secondary
velocitydecompositionmethod of Brlleyand McDonald(ref. 16) for application
to viscous subsonicflow in smoothlycurved geometries.The objectiveof this
approach is to introduceapproximationswhich adequatelyrepresentessential
physicalfeaturesof interestand yet lead to governingequationswhich can be
solvedmuch more economicallythan Navler Stokes equations. In the present
application,it is necessaryto providean adequate representationof primary
flows, secondaryflows,viscouseffects,and their local interactions. An
Invlscldflow solutionis first obtainedfor the geometryin question. The
Invlscldflow satisfiesan ellipticgoverningequation requiringdownstream
boundaryconditionsand thus includestransversevariationsin streamwlse
pressuregradientsusuallyassociatedwith flows in curved passages. This a
priori pressurefield is then used as an imposedcriteriaupon a set of equa-
tions which constitutesa well-posedInltial-valueproblem in space. Solution
of these equationsleads to a predictionof both the velocityfield and the
correctedpressurefield. When solved as an initialvalue problem,the tech-
nique providesa reductionin computationaleffortof one or more orders of
magnitudeover Navler Stokesequations.
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The PEPSIGthree-dlmenslonalflow field solver is applicableto complex
geometrieshavingcurved and twistedcenterllnes,variablecross-sectlonal
areas, and shapeswhich requirethe use of nonorthogonalbody fitted coordi-
nate systems. Quantitativeassessmentof the method'spredictionshas been
made by comparisonwith experimentaldata for a varietyof geometriesand
fluid dynamiccond_tlons(refs.43 to 53).
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Figure1. - Supersonicinletzonalmethodology.
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PHENOMENON SOURCE TYPE OF DATA
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• 3D CORNER SHOCK/BL SHANG AND HANKEY DETAILBL SURVEYS
Figure3. - PEPSISbenchmarkverification.
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Figure7. - Threedimensionalsidewallshockwaveturbulentboundarylayerinteraction,secondaryvelocityvectors.
Figure8. - Threedimensionalsidewallshockwaveturbulent boundary
layer interaction, surfacestatic pressurepatterns.
Figure9. - Threedimensionalconeat angleof attack,Moo=4.25,8= 12.5°, a = 1.5.6omeshresolutionstudy.
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PHENOMENON TYPE OF DATA STATUS
• 2-D SHOCK/LAM-BL DETAIL BL SURVEYS COMPLETED
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SHOCK/BL
• 3-D GLANCING DETAIL BL SURVEYS START LATE 84
SHOCK/BL LOCAL BLEED RATES
• 3-D SHOCK/CORNER BL DETAIL FLOW START MID 83
SURVEYS
• 2-D BL-BLEED TECH. DETAIL BL SURVEYS START MID 84
LOCAL BLEED RATES
TURBULENT BL PROP
• 3-D NORMAL SHOCK/BL LoD.V.SURVEYS START LATE 83
Figure11.- PEPSISbenchmarkverification,Lewis1X1footsupersonic
windtunnelexperiments.
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Figure13. -Three dimensionalglancingsidewalllcornerinteraction,
experimentalsurfaceoil film patterns.
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Figure 14. - PEPSISbenchmarkverification for advancedair-
craft inlet concepts.
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Figure18.- Lewis40160mixedcompressionsupersonicinlet, Machnumberprofiles,M_o--2.5,a= O.0°.
IFigure19.- Lewis40160mixedcompressionsupersonicinlet, surface
staticpressure,Moo=3.O,a=2.0°.
Figure20.- Lewis40/60mixedcompressionsupersonicinlet, flowfield
staticpressureandroachnumberMoo=3o0,a--2.0o.
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Figure21.- MINTbenchmarkverification.
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Figure24.-Variableareanormalshockwaveinteraction.
PHENOMENON SOURCE TYPE OF DATA
• SEC. FLOW GEN. WHITELAW 90 3-COMP. LDV
AGRAWAL 180 2-COMP.LDV
ROWE180 TOTAL PRESS.
• SEC. FLOW DECAY WHITELAW 90 3-COMP. LDV
ROWE 180 TOTAL PRESS.
• REVERSECURV. WHITELAW 22.5-22.5 3-COMP. LDV
TENN. 30-30 3-COMP. PROBE
BRADSHAW45-45 TOTAL PRESS.
ROWE45-45 TOTAL PRESS.
• X-SECT.TRANS. WHITELAW TRANS. 3-COMP.LDV
• DIFFUSION TENN. 30-30 3-COMP.PROBE
WHITELAW DIFF. 3-COMP.LDV
• COMPRESSIBILITY TENN. 30-30 3-COMP. PROBE
Figure25.- PEPSIGbenchmarkverification.
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Figure26.-Circular90obend,laminarflow,streamwisev locity.
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Figure27.- Circular900bend,laminarflow,secondaryvelocity.
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Figure 28. - Circular 900bend, turbulent flow, streamwisevelocity.
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Figure29.- Circular900bend,turbulentflow,secondaryvelocity.
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Figure30. - Circular 180obend, laminar flow.
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Figure31. - Circular 22.5-22.50S-bend,laminar flow, streamwise
velocity.
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Figure32. -Circular 22.5-22.50S-bend, laminar flow, secondaryvelocity.
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Figure33.- Circular22.5-22.50S-bendturbulentflow,streamwise
velocity.
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Figure 34. - Circular 22.5° S-bend, turbulent flow, secondary velocity.
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Figure35.-Circular45-45o S-bend,turbulentflow,wallshearstress.
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Figure36. - Circular45-45oS-bend,turbulentflow,compressorfacestation.
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Figure37.-Square-to-roundtransitionduct,turbulentflow,
streamwisevelocity.
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Figure38. - RockwellBIB inlet ductsurfaceconditions.
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Figure 39. - Rockwell BIB inlet duct, compressor face station.
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